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About This Game

In Study of Unusual: Forest of Secrets you are secret agent which went to unusual forest. You need to find out the reason of
people disappearing. During the investigation you need to unravel the mystery of the forest, collecting notes and documents of

disappeared people and try to stay alive.

Passing Principle

Collect notes in the forest to understand what happened to the missing people here.
The game has 7 notes.

Tips

Use saves as often as possible, because the Monster can kill you

Game Features

- Open world
- seamless locations
- Horror atmosphere
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Title: Study of Unusual: Forest of Secrets
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
EviceGames
Publisher:
EviceGames
Release Date: 24 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10

Processor: intel core i3-2400 CPU 2.40GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GT 640

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,Russian
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This game is actually really cool and fun I feel like I\u2019m operating a mech from the 3rd matrix movie but fighting
zombie\/robots very very fun and refreshing. Its crazy and fun with lots of options to tailor the matches how you like them.
Controls in the game work fine (4x Xbox 360 controllers) but the menus were buggy as. Overlapping menus and controls that
you can't exit\/cancel, weird UI design and button choices (to exit and save changes in the settings menu is the cancel button??).
Encountered more character & mower glitches during the 10 or so matches we played.
Its a fun, simple couch game that is well priced. Just don't expect a huge amount of polish or smooth experience.. I really liked
Nairi for it's cute characters and artstyle, the unusual setting and the good soundtrack. Puzzles were fine, although I would have
preferred a bit less backtracking in the later parts.

Unfortunately the game ends on a cliffhanger right when the story is picking up pace. I really hope there will be a successor, it
would be a shame not to see the conclusion of the story. I really like this game. It's interesting and pretty challenging. Cartoony
style is nice to look at and music is quite relaxing.. i thought about playing a cute yuri vn with everyones happy in the end and i
already heared about that vn a while ago so i chose this one...but....i never expected the story to be that deep...and..im
overhelmed by feelings.my heart feels teared apart.still hoping for a better end..a truly GOOD end for suoh and mayuri!i felt
depressed,trying to cheer up myself.that vn rly got me~ and thats why i absolutly love it.since its able to bring me into that kind
of mood i rly do appreciate the great work!ITS AWESOME AND WORTH PLAYING IT.ofc if u like bittersweet stories like
this one.the music is awesome same as the design!im hoping for the other parts to be translated as well! <3 SUOH X MAYURI
FTW!!!<3 they deserve a good ending!!!!
and...i only made a steam-acc for this vn ~ <3

PS: sorry for my bad english :'D. It might have been a really nice game, but it isn't. I'm giving it "no" just because this game was
irritating me a lot of times.

What that means?

The whole game I was waiting for something to happen and when I thought that it is starting to be interesting and had hopes for
something greater... The game ended in a really poor manner.

The plot is somewhat disappointing. You go through it looking for something which should feature it amongst a lot of similar
games, but you won't find it here. It's just another point and click mystery game with irritating accents like:
- places too dark to see some little piece without which you can't progress further
- going backwards and searching the same places, because you missed something... and that's happened to me some times when I
was forced to search through a walkthrough to find a solution
- not skippable locations through which you must pass to go to the desired places

But those are problems of a tons of other poorly designed point and clicks, right?

I wouldn't be so disappointed if the plot wasn't that poor. You expect something more exciting and you find only a repetitive
game. Pity.

5\/10 and negative opinion. Sorry game. You tried.. This game is fun and imaginative. I love how it perfectly fits into one of the
Redwall books. I was even having flashbacks to the daydream like state of reading the book when it reached those parts. Even
though, I had read it so long ago.

However, you will likely get stuck in at least 2 particular parts of the story and need to look on forums for help. Also, about half
of the achievements are near impossible to achieve without the inside knowledge of the game developers or years of text
adventuring experience.

I reluctantly recommend this game. It is a joy, due to the narration and illustrations, but is so hard-set in the tradition of text
adventures that it's unlikely to hold the attention of an inexperienced audience. The game still feels more like a chore than a
challenge. If text adventures are your thing, you'll feel right at home and then some.. Master Levels for Doom II is actually
rather a interesting game, though sadly it has no story plots as its only about maps to choose from. Anyways, your main
objective is just to complete the map, whatever you choose. It is indeed challenging when playing on high difficulty, no doubt
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about it. Besides difficulty, theres more you can add in the additional option, such as no respawn, and others.

Buy it if you are up for a challenge, its actually worth to buy. Though if you never experience Doom games, just stick with the
original and Doom II, then if you are up for it then buy this.. You do more than farmin' with dem hoes in this game. Put on yo
cowboy hat and get ready to show these redneck heehaws how real farmin' is done...In all serious businessness, this game is a
realistic portrayal and simulator of real life farming. Prepare to be wow'd by the real labor of pointing, dragging, and clicking
your crops to farm enough to make enough to feed your soon to be fatass lazy waifu and possibly a couple bratty kids.
Experience the serious struggles of trying to make ends meet as you spray pests off your food (NO
ORGANIC\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665GROWN HERE BUDDY) and wonder why this toothy old man keeps
eyeing your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665every time you bend over to pick those tomatoes. Don't worry, he only wants to
come pump your oil rig...pump it real good.
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Poor graphics and animation, no voices, repetitive stuff, long to play; so many ''pick your choice'' with one choice available.
I got it on sale and I regret it. Even for 2$, it was way too much.. Played my first online match last night and while turning off all
comfort settings might be inadvisable (a little motion sick) it was SOOOO MUCH FUN! Great implementation of VR and skill
based to boot! Also it is crossplay with PSVR (my opponent was on playstation). Should become one of the staples of my library
once I get in a little more practice ;). This game is....odd. I've played gamed that break the 4th wall before, and games that make
you make choices, and games that make you feel things. This game does some of all of it, and in a very odd satisfying way. I
came away from this experience really thinking about some things in my own life. About perceptions I have about people I
know and things that I do. Not very many games have ever done that to me.

I think a good game to compare this to, is To the Moon. Not a lot of gameplay, but that isn't the point of the story. It's there to
make you think, and this game made me think.

If that's not the sort of experience you want, then this isn't the game for you.

Took me about 2 hours to beat, and I'd say that it's fairly priced for the experience. I thouraghly enjoyed it, and am going to see
if the developers have made any more games.. Honestly a good little DLC for its prize. Worth it, adds a bit of flavor and the
random events can cripple you. Probably won't really bother you in a game against AI but in games against players they can turn
it around sometimes.. This is so disappointing. Everything I loved about DW1 is gone here. The traps all feel way too powerful,
most levels Ive played so far can be beaten with a single trap. The importance of combining all of the effects of different traps
to milk as much XP off of enemies as possible is gone because you can just beat the same level over and over again without
changing your strategy or without trying to improve your setups. In DW1 you only earn xp if you beat your previous xp record.
This made that game a lot more skill-based and less about grinding.

The worst part is that every time I play the first game I get teased with all the new content here that is actually good, that the
developer had to ruin by dumbing the game down to appeal to players that don't want to learn how to improve themselves and
just want to grind the same level over and over for free xp. The old xp system forced you to adapt to difficult levels that you
can't just breeze through without trying.

If he added limits to upgrade levels or at the very least, brought back the old xp system, this would be my favorite game on
Steam.

6\/10, would've been the best sequel to a game since Team Fortress 2

EDIT: The balancing has improved a lot since I first played, and the old xp system can be enabled after beating the game. I don't
understand why it isnt default, but I guess Ill have to make do since this is my favorite game series of all time. :\\
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